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Chapter 260 

 “I came here to visit my relatives, but this place is so big that I got lost. Could you tell me where Villa 

No. 9 is?” 

The man in the suit took off his sunglasses, revealing sharp, hawk-like eyes. 

Hera found herself breathless under his icy gaze. 

Outside of department officials, outsiders needed homeowner authorization to enter Royal Bay. 

If this man was visiting relatives, he would have surely notified them in advance for authorization. 

Furthermore, Villa No. 9 was located in the most conspicuous row within Royal Bay. There were clear 

signs pointing to Villas 1 to 9 right at the entrance; it was impossible for him not to know where Villa No. 

9 was. 

Therefore, she concluded that this man did not enter through the main gate. 

“Hera… Why did you come to the park?” 

Following Hera’s gaze, Nash tried to find what caught her attention, but he saw nothing around. 

The sudden voice startled Hera. Turning around, she saw Nash and patted her chest while exclaiming, 

“How do you walk without making any noise? You scared me…” 

“You were just too engrossed in your thoughts just now and didn’t hear me!” Nash explained with a 

smile. 

“Have Yvonne and Uncle James arrived?” Hera inquired. 

“They’ve arrived. They’re resting at home now.” 
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Did he want Hera to marry into his own lineage? 

“What do you do for a living, boy?” 

James suddenly inquired. 

Yvonne’s curious eyes were also fixed on Nash as she wondered about the man who had won over her 

beautiful cousin. 

He must be extremely excellent, no? 

Hera looked at Nash hesitantly, unsure how to answer Uncle James’ question. 

On paper, Nash worked as a security manager at her company. 

In reality, Nash rarely visited the office and did not have a formal job. 

“I’m the security manager for Baroque’s branch company,” Nash replied without hesitation. 

“He’s just nominally working in my company. In reality, he’s a miracle doctor with extraordinary 

medical skills!” Hera added. 

In the eyes of ordinary people, being a security manager would be considered a senior position. 

However, in the eyes of large families, it simply was not impressive. 

“Security manager? At Baroque, to boot?!” 



Disdain appeared in James’ eyes. 

 


